Comprehensive internationalization is a commitment, confirmed through action, to infuse international and comparative perspectives throughout the teaching, research, and service missions of higher education. (Hudzik, 2011)

OSU's International Activity in 2019-2020

Explore our maps to learn more about OSU's Global Connections, International Agreements, and Fulbright recipients. Darker colors indicate greater activity. https://beav.es/oQK.
Research crossing oceans, disciplines, and campuses

The Transatlantic Students Symposia are student-led experiential classes exploring interdisciplinary issues through a comparative lens. Students apply their research methodologies to current world issues. The symposia recruit domestically and internationally, creating environments for dynamic explorations of cross-cultural understanding. Central to the symposia are overseas travel, engagement with foreign embassies, international universities and scholars, NGOs, and cultural sites rich with historical, political, and scientific importance. Due to COVID-19, we collaborated with Tübingen University in Germany to develop a virtual program with a global anti-racist framework. We plan to expand this partnership to other universities. Learn more at https://beav.es/oW8.